
Rhetoric

March 8-12, 2021

Weekly objective: Begin wrapping up the discussion of the Learning Power unit through
brainstorming final project topic ideas and having a Socratic Seminar over the unit.

Monday--Hybrid
● Go over the agenda
● Meet in groups (face-to-face students will meet in face-to-face groups; remote students

will meet in virtual groups) and brainstorm as many ideas as you can regarding ideas that
could be researched or further investigated regarding the Learning Power unit.

● Meet back in large group and put your top topics on the Poll Everywhere app

Tuesday--Hybrid
● Go over last week’s quiz over “Still Separate; Still Unequal”
● Go over the Poll Everywhere topic list from yesterday, and add to it, if necessary
● While we’re on the Poll Everywhere App, take a poll to see what you’d like to see for our

next (and likely final) unit.

Wednesday--Remote learning day for everyone!
● Using the student-posted question in Google Classroom on Monday regarding education,

begin a virtual Socratic Seminar over the unit, with Elizabeth as our facilitator.

Thursday--Remote learning day for everyone
● Continue yesterday’s Socratic Seminar over the Learning Power unit.

Friday--Hybrid
● Continue any discussion from Wednesday and Thursday’s Socratic Seminar (I know

hybrid discussions aren’t ideal)
● Go over the final project for this unit

Homework: Come to class Monday with a topic and a
working thesis statement for your final paper.
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1. Be open to opposing opinions
2. The disagreement should end with what the person is arguing about, but it should not

extend to personal attacks.
3. Letting one person talk at a time.
4. All participants should be focused.
5. Only speak relative to the question asked.
6. No judgements
7. Give people a chance to talk
8. Allow time to formulate thoughts on a person’s question or response.
9. Come prepared to class to answer and ask questions.
10. Be respectful of everyone’s opinion.
11. Allow room for ignorance.
12. Use what may come across as insensitive to others as an opportunity to educate.
13. Be understanding of people who aren’t used to speaking in front of a big group and be

patient.
14. Keep cameras on when discussing.


